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Six flags warehouse worker

The purpose of this position is to ensure that the park is fully stocked and ready to meet the needs of our guests. We are interviewing for part-time (seasonal) warehouse attendants at this time. Fees and responsibilities include:Unloading trucksReceiving of goodsStorage stocksDelivery facilities at
destinationPhysical requests for work:Must be at least 18 years oldMust have a valid Texas driver's license Mail Id: 547555525Posted: 2020-07-14 Cooperative with programGood place for a first job, gives you an understanding of what other companies might expect at their workplace. Get to meet many
new people in the area. Was this comment helpful? Good Place To Be EmployedIt was an interesting and somewhat rewarding experience - a lot of hours worked - kept busy the whole shift - really enjoyed working with the crew and supervisor and manager. Was this comment helpful? It can be fun, but
more like a part job for extra moneyI was working 12-15 hours because of my location in the park and the need for extra money as I didn't have a second job at the time. They work with your program, which is a good thing. Guests in the park can be nice to you or just angry and upset for whatever reason
they choose to be. Was this comment helpful? STAY ABOUT the warehouse department the warehouse supervisor becomes irritable during operation especially on busy days, even if employees are getting everything done. Management is horrible, little or no training in the warehouse department. I
worked as a seasonal employee, 40 hours a week. Out in the burning sun, get pay $11.25 when you try to negotiate an increase the supervisor will try to cheat you.no paid lunch, 30 minutes break, supervisors are unpleasant, exploit workers, not pay overtime, not weeken x1.5 (Avoid if you are a
student)Was this review helpful? I learned a few things would be counting and rotating the inventory. I operated on a jack pallet once in a while. I also delivered orders on a heavy dolly. The role of the warehouse is fast paced and you have to be willing to learn the basics in and out of the park to be
successful.surveys to get lunch for freeWas this review helpful? Started working at 6am and worked until 2pm or 4pm if you agreed to. Members of the warehouse must push the food and supplies trolleys that are ordered by each stand, preferably before 10:00 (park opening time). The orders of the day
would be so great that they wouldn't have made us until 1pm. After all orders have been taken we would have to take orders over the phone and deliver them as soon as possible. On busy days we should have a mandatory late lunch. Was it useful this Typical workday consist of unloading supplies of
food trucks two to three times a week and loading them into its restaurant assigned inside the waterparkWas this review helpful? It started in The Splatter Falls running my first season there and then Roaring Rapidsmy's second season. Working with guests was fun and riding rides on my free time was
great. Warehouse: Warehouse: orders to stands and food games are ordered for each day during, before and after the park's operating hours. Was this comment helpful? Unloading trucks, delivering to the park, HowTo work in a Warehouse working with some other worker, getting paid those one week.
The Manager was good., storage boxes, was this review helpful? It's a good place to work people tend to be nice, but it can be a hectic work environment on busier days. There is a lot of room for growth, so while it can be a nice summer job or temporary work there is something to make a cararerr out of.
Was this review helpful?productive, fun place to workVery impressed by how everyone helped each other when help was needed. Communication was every where and helped me that a lot because I'm a pretty person. Would recommend this job to everyone. Was this review helpful?taking a lot of hours,
but paying little. You get to be with people you've been to school with every day. can be promoted by applying. get free rides on certain nightsWas this review helpful? Good place to work in the summeris a good place to work in the summer you can get all the hours you can handle, but after Memorial Day
should start looking for another job.. The average of the cultures from the people you work with management folks is excellent is not just a job stable some of the attractions before the public is openextreme weather circles, the commute sometimesHas the commute been helpful this review? A productive
and fun place to work, I have so many memories of myself working at Six Flags Over Georgia. But this job taught me to manage money, to be on time, and numerous other qualities any other job would like from a new employee. Was this comment helpful? Communication at work was greatFood delivery
at different food stands, counting inventory, taking several products throughout the day where the stands ran out. Delivery to Hurricane Harbor, too. Receiving products to be put up. Managing all team members and effective task allocation. I have learned to operate various machines as well as become a
better leader and improve my customer service skills. Management was very active and helped make sure everything went well. Colleagues were respectable and understood their job and were executed without any problems. The hardest part of the job was receiving frozen products and putting it in the
freezer because it was very cold and the hands and face could get numb pretty quickly. The most enjoyable part of the job was the delivery to food because I could greet guests and other employees and I like to be constantly moving, which has made as a part of the most enjoyable jobs.very
accommodating managers and large co-workersWas this review of help?new owners have taken profit sharing away from employees like me. Was this comment helpful? Great job and fun environment, but no job benefitsA typical day at work starts at 6:30 in the morning. We draw food orders for all the
food units in the park, we shrink more. Many. one day. Download, receive and stock of goods from different trucks. I work with a bunch of guys who are very communicative and out-going and all around fun to work with.great job and fun people to work with not enough paying and no benefitWas it helpful
this review? Warehouse (Multiple Interviews &amp; Reiecesed Assessments)$16.25/HourQualifications: Must be at least 18 years old, have a valid CA driver's license, have a high school or equivalent degree and have at least one year of related experience. Job Description: Fees will include receiving,
storing, locating, picking and distributing parts, supplies, gifts and souvenirs for the park from outside suppliers. Will also issue and receive power and hand tools to Park employees, load and unload trucks using all kinds of material handling equipment, match documents with purchase orders and receive
notes and forward to accounting. Will pick up and deliver USPS, parts, consumables, gifts and souvenirs and process, sort, distribute interoffice, FedEx and USPS mail and packages to various company offices, and departments using company vehicles. Physical requirements: You must be able to walk
and stand for up to 4 hours at a time. You must be able to lift and carry up to 50 pounds. They must be able to use a motor vehicle. Constantly walking, sitting, standing, speaking, hearing conversation and acuity, seeing close and far, using depth perception, color vision, grasping and using finger
movement. Works frequently in changes in temperature, extreme cold, heat, sun, humidity, humidity, and highs. Working with smoke and dust. All lifts over 51 lbs. require assistance from a colleague or the use of a mechanical device. Adult overtime may be required from time to time to meet the business
need. Registration ID: 547555566Posted: 2020-07-14 Staff at Six Flags come from unusually diverse demographic backgrounds. The company is 46.2% women and 44.6% ethnic minorities. The diversity of Six Flags employees extends to the political beliefs of employees. Its employees are politically
diverse and represent a balanced mix of political orientations, with 50.0% Democrats and 45.5% Republicans. Despite its impressive demographic and political diversity, Six Flags has employees who sit with the company for relatively short terms. The six staff flags usually sit for 1.3 years. The average
employee at Six Flags earns $24,480 a year. In comparison, some of its highest-paid competitors, such as Choice Hotels, Frankie's Fun Park and Frontier Restaurant, pay $48,929, $31,035 and $30,511 respectively. Six Flags Austell, GA 328 Warehouse Worker - REHIRE 2020 Jobs 236 22 Job
Company Description Summary Job Trends Job Openings Closed Description Enjoy the benefits of being a member of Team Six Flags! Get free access to all Six Flags theme parks, free tickets for friends and family, access to exclusive employee events and discounts. As a warehouse associate, you will
support the Warehouse in receiving, receiving, processing invoices, storing, locating, collecting and distributing goods, materials and souvenirs in and outside warehouse. Tasks and Job Responsibilities Receive, stock, locate, and distribute deliveries, gifts, souvenirs to the Park from vendors outside
process vendor invoices, including matching invoices to delivery receipts by checking prices, fees, and coding expenses, match documents with purchase orders and receipt of notes. Download the stock from delivery trucks using a hand truck, pallet jack or other related equipment. Fill in the periodic
inventory of the warehouse stock and assist with the Park's Late Inventories. Deliver gifts, souvenirs and other items stored in the Warehouse to retail stores, grocery locations and offices in the park. Use company inventory programs and other computer programs as needed. Support park safety
programs and other park policies and procedures. Perform any function that may be delegated by a warehouse manager, supervisor, or other lead tasks, as requested. Minimum qualifications: Must be at least 18 years old. He must have a valid driver's license. You must be able to read, write and
communicate effectively in English. High School Education Must be able to work weekends, weekdays, holidays, early or evening shifts as assigned. You must possess the mental and physical capabilities necessary to perform the primary job tasks. You have to be able to stand, stand, and walk for long
periods of time. You must be able to raise up to 60lbs with or without assistance. You must be able to safely handle a hand truck, pallet jack, and other related equipment after training you must guest and fellow team members in a friendly manner. You must be able to follow all the guidelines of the
company care and Park. You have to possess solid mathematical skills. Must be detail-oriented and accurate in all works. You must possess computer data entry skills and basic knowledge of word processing. Application currently closed Sign up new jobs posted daily This job was posted on January 4,
2020 and expired on January 13, 2020. Based on 130 job boards, duplication excluded Based on 130 duplicating excluded Job category 6 months Distribution 1 year Arts &amp; Entertainment 10.1% 68% 770% Protection services 10.0% 74% 1.573% Food services 8.7% 54% 993% Construction 8.6%
53% 1.126% Hospitality &amp; Travel 7.6% 70% 755% Other 7.0% 11% 1.508% IT 1 6.4% 88% 3.822% Marketing &amp; PR 5.3% 49% 1.178% Production 4.3% 44% Transport &amp; Logistics 4,178% Production 2% 7% 1,356% Consulting &amp; Upper Management 4.0% 59% 1.212% Retail 2.6%
56% 806% Sales 2.5% 67% 729% Customer Service 2.5% 40% 584% Finance 2.3% 54% 1.136% Healthcare 2.3% 74% 1.463% Government &amp; Military 2.0% 53% 550% Administrative 1.9% 43% 1.457% Human Resources 1.9% 7% 621% Education 1.8% 37% 1.650% Executive Management 1.2%
24% 49 1% Engineering 1.0% 58% 614% Banking 0.9% 49% 2.600% Real Estate 0.0.0 5% 53% 460% Non-Profit &amp; Volunteering 0.3% 69% 750% Insurance 0.2% 400% 0% Telecommunications 100% 83% Warehouse Warehouse Six Flags Arlington, TX Description The purpose of this position is to
ensure that the park is fully stocked and ready to meet the needs of our customers. We are interviewing for part-time (seasonal) warehouse attendants at this time. Tasks and responsibilities include: + Unloading Trucks + Receiving Goods + Stock... Read more Electrician Six Flags Darien Center, NY
Description Responsible for installing, troubleshooting and repairing electrical services for the maintenance department. KEY SERVICES AND RESPONSIBILITIES: + Maintenance of electrical, lighting, control and equipment systems throughout the property, including but not limited to substations,... Read
more Footy Six Flags Valencia, CA Description Foot performer (Audition required) Qualifications: Must be at least 18 years old. Job Description: Tasks will include performing as a stilt performer meeting, greeting, and entertaining our park guests with enthusiasm and animation. Dance or gymnastics
favorite background, willing ... Read more Carpenter Coaster Crew Six Flags Valencia, CA Description Carpenter/Coaster Crew (Multiple Interviews Required) $15.75/Hour Qualifications: Must be at least 18 years old, have a VALABIL CA driver's license, and a high school diploma or equivalent. Job
description: Tasks will include assisting in maintaining and repairing wooden rollercoaster ... Read more Loss Prevention Field Agent (Season 2021) Six Flags Austell, GA Description JOB SUMMARY: The Six Flags Over Georgia Field Agent runs from day to day loss prevention efforts and covert
surveillance functions. Field Agent position is great for people pursuing a degree in criminal justice or any other related field. This item can be paid... Read more Plumb Six Flags Vallejo Maintenance Facilities, CA Description Key Tasks and Responsibilities: Ensures the safe condition of park facilities,
rides and attractions Instructs employees in the safe and correct method of performing jobs. Conduct Read more EMT Six Flags Darien Center, NY Description *** 2020 Season, interviews to start in late February/early March *** TAXES AND RESPONSIBILITIES + Make sure first aid staff are working in a
supportive team environment. + Programming Read more Cook Six Flags Spring, TX Description Scope of Responsibilities: + Prepare food according to recipes and picture-perfect guidelines. + Rotates stock to ensure FIFO. + Keep cooking and preparation areas clean and sanitized. + Make sure Read
more marketing research/promotion team member Six Flags San Antonio, TX Description Purpose Position: This season, entry-level position, team members will interact with park guests and collect information This position has a direct impact on marketing Read several similar jobs in the area Forklift
Operator NFI Fairburn, GA Forklift Operator FULL-TIME $16.50/hour, plus $300 new rental bonus, see details below The forklift operator is responsible for equipment handling operating materials in order to location, relocation, stacking and counting of goods. The operator is responsible for the safe and...
Read more Aerotek Atlanta Operator Forklift, GA Description: Operate forklift to move pallets through different departments in the facility. Move the levers and press the pedals to drive the truck and control the movement of the lift. Fork positions, lifting platform or other lifting device under, over or around
loaded pallets and transports... Read more freight /Receiving Home Depot Austell, GA Position Purpose: Associates in Freight / Receiving positions they ensure the store is stored and ready for business every day. They load and unload trucks, move materials from the reception area throughout the store,
can operate forklifts and perform critical functions for proper hand keeping ... Read more Warehouse Laborer – Earn up to $690 per week Amazon Tyrone, GA Exchanges: Overnight, Early Morning, Day, Evening, Weekend Location: Newnan, GA Job Opportunities vary by location. We update daily posts
with open positions. Hourly payrate: Earn $15/hr or more immediate openings available now. Become part of the dedicated team that prepares orders for people... Read more Warehouse Selector McLane Company Austell, GA JOB SUMMARY /GENERAL DESCRIPTION: This position is responsible for
product selection and truck loading (e.g. moving the product between the loading dock and the warehouse and moving the product within the warehouse) with a high degree of precision and a high sense of urgency while meeting the standards within ... Read more Warehouse Selector KeHE Douglasville,
GA Folks, working with folks, for our common good. Does that sound good? KeHE-a distributor of natural, organic, specialty and fresh foods—it's all about good and it's growing, so there's never been a more exciting time to join our team. If you're excited to work in a... Read more Certified Forklift Operator
PrideStaff Kennesaw, GA Stacker Driver - Freight (Certified) POSITION SUMMARY Manual loading and cargo unloading with the use of a pallet jack, hand truck or forklift, general work, and warehouse maintenance. Models and act in accordance with our guiding principles and our core values. DETAILS
AND RESPONSIBILITIES... Read more Postal Mail Handler USPH Roswell, GA Postal Mail Handler: Fees and Responsibilities: Mail Handler is responsible for sorting mail of all classes received from delivery vehicles and transporters for processing to other units. Mail Handler delivers designated mail for
other distribution areas (may require forklift operation).... Read more Puller Command Marietta Staff Services, GA TRC is hiring Motivated Warehouse Workers for our client in Marietta, GA. What you first shift: Monday-Friday 7am-4:30 Temp-to-Hire Opportunity – Growth based on performance when
hired Perm! Continuous training programs to help you increase the skill set of full benefits available what we need at least... Read more Order Picker TRC Staffing Services Decatur, GA GA OFFER: 40 hours of week work no seasonal cycles here Climate controlled warehouse Clean holiday environment
and holiday pay based on hours worked Fun average customer with activities scheduled throughout the year CE CE OUR employees do: Choose, pack, and product delivery in a precision, productive,... Read more Warehouse Selector Kehe Food Distributors Douglasville, GA OverviewGood People,
working with good people, for our common good. Does that sound good? KeHE-a distributor of natural, organic, specialty and fresh foods—it's all about good and it's growing, so there's never been a more exciting time to join our team. If you're excited to work in a... Read more Cortech Atlanta Selector
Order, GA Order Selector Pay Rate: $18/HR Sunday-Friday (no Work Ind/Sat) 8am-5pm Grocery Order Selector Selecting Orders for Maritime Transport Read More For Selector CoWorx Staffing Services Decatur, GA CoWorx Staffing is currently looking for hard-working individuals to join our growing
warehouse and manufacturing team. This opportunity is with Plaid Enterprises in Decatur, GA and involves working with a team to create, package, and paint ships craft. Safety at work is top of mind. Your health and... Read more TEMP Warehouser Ameris Bancorp Marietta, GA Ameris Bank is a high
performance community bank, providing an exceptional customer experience with well trained, empowered employees. At Ameris, we look outside of conventional wisdom and processes to find new answers. That means cutting red tape, empowering our people to make decisions at the local level... Read



more Stocker Stocker Freezer Services Personal Smyrna, GA Freezer Stock in Smyrna, GA! What you have: 1st Shift – 5am until finished (8 to 10 hours/ day) Competitive long-term pay Temp-to-Hire Reliable Program Medical Benefits Requirements: Ability to work in a fast-paced environment Ability to
stand during the entire shift, bending and lifting after necessary... Read more Shipping &amp; Receiving Helper Turano Baking Company Villa Rica, GA Separate work pallets and broken pallets in storage. * Make sure all hand computers are... Stable, non-seasonal opportunity to constantly work a
minimum of 40 hours * Exchanges can be from 8 ... Read more Warehouse Personal Ambassador Worker Lithia Springs, GA Amazing Opportunity in Lithia Springs Zone Start your new career as soon as January 2021! Our company is one of the largest North American Glass &amp; Aluminum
manufacturers and distributors, with many locations nationwide. We are currently looking for workers and truck loaders located in our Lithia Springs, GA facility. This is a great opportunity for applicants Join our company with advancement opportunities and eventually achieve their long-term career goals.
Job responsibilities: • Material handlers (manipulation of physical materials - glass chargers and dischargers) • Machine operators (manufacturers, cutters) • Chargers (Dock Load Workers) Job requirements: Qualifications: • Must have working knowledge of general production environments operations,
(computers, Elevators, and experience lifts is helpful) • You must be able to raise up to 75lbs unassisted • You must be able to raise up to 150lbs with assistance • You must be able to stand for long periods of time • You must be able to communicate as a m Read more Warehouse Worker/Order Picker
Lkq Atlanta Corporation, GA LKQ is looking for dedicated and passionate Warehouse/Material Handler with experienced forklift. As a warehouse worker/Material Handler will be responsible for general work, warehouse maintenance, safe loading, and unloading of parts with the use of a pallet jack, hand
truck, or forklift. The warehouse operator/material handler will also be responsible for maintaining excellent service for internal and external customers always. We are looking for candidates who are highly motivated and excited about the opportunity to support all operational processes and procedures. If
you like growing up and working with happy, enthusiastic people, you will enjoy a career with us! Essential Job Tasks: Load, download, choose, set aside, consolidate, stack and stage products and materials using a forklift, pallet jack, or other power equipment Follow specific work instructions and best
practices to safely and accurately complete daily work missions and record time indirectly in a tim Read more Warehouse Worker PPG Industries Kennesaw, GA PPG: We protect and beautify the world. At PPG, we work every day to develop and deliver the paints, coatings and materials that our
customers have trusted for over 130 years. Through dedication and creativity, we will solve our customersÃ¢â, ™ biggest challenges, working closely together to find the right path forward. Headquartered in Pittsburgh, we operate and swim in more than 70 countries. We serve customers in construction,
consumer products, industrial and transport markets and aftermarkets. To learn more, visit www.ppg.com and follow @PPG on Twitter. Does it make you think about sitting behind a desk all day? Looking for a career with a greater purpose? If you screamed, ÅDA! Ã¢Â€ To each of these questions, it
might just be who we're looking to help our team Ã¢â€ And protect and beautify the world! Ã¢Â€Â As a shipping/receiving EL Warehouse with PPG, will be an essential part of our operations, ensuring that a quality product is del Read more Warehouse Worker Reserves Network Inc. Smyrna, GA
Warehouse Worker Due to growth, GLOCK is currently looking for motivated, mechanically inclined Warehouse Worker to fill their open positions in their Smyrna, GA location. Glock is a global leader ... Read more Warehouse Worker Flex Personal Lithia Springs, GA TIME Warehouse Positions Available!
** STARTS TO WORK IN THE SAME DAY OR TWO DAY ** Job Locations: -Fulton Industrial -Lithia Springs -Austell -Union City -Fairburn -McDonough Application Place: Flex ... Read more Warehouse Worker Hill Manufacturing Company Atlanta, GA Warehouse Opportunity: · · Drive a forklift or riding
pallet truck. (We'll train.) · 1 + years of warehouse experience · Be able to read product descriptions accurately. · Be precise with... Read more Warehouse Accent Worker Dcor Norcross, GA Description: This is a temporary assignment to permanent. SUMMARY POSITION Looking for a challenging but
rewarding opportunity with a dynamic and growing company? Accent Dcor is looking for talented warehouse associates to join the third shift. The warehouse associate will stage, load, and download products and raw materials, stock and maintain the inventory of the warehouse Read more Warehouse
Associate - Part Time Brewers Supply Group, Inc. Atlanta, GA IS AN EXPERT DEPOSITED IN THE SEARCH FOR A PART TIME POSITION? IMMEDIATE LYTIME WAREHOUSE CAREERS AVAILABLE IN ATLANTA, GEORGIA! MONDAY TO FRIDAY! FLEXIBLE ORE! 25 hours a week (between
06:30 - 3:00) BREW up the possibilities! Brewer's Supply Group (BSG), a subsidiary of Rahr Corporation, supports the craft beer, wine and distillate stakes industry as a single cast for industry-related supply and ingredients. Rahr Corporation (Rahr) is a world leader in the production and distribution of
barley malt and related beer products in operation since 1847. In support of long-term growth and sustainability, the Distribution Centre Assistant receives, stores and distributes materials, tools, equipment and products within the units, performing the following tasks. Company presentation are you a
warehouse expert looking for a part time position? IMMEDIATE LYTIME WAREHOUSE CAREERS AVAILABLE IN ATLANTA, GEORGIA! MONDAY TO FRIDAY! FLEXIBLE ORE! 25 hours a week Read more Warehouse Associate Lkq Corporation Atlanta, GA This position is eligible for a retention bonus
of $1,200! See the attached file for details and requirements. As part of our continued growth, we are looking for dedicated and passionate warehouse associations with forklift experience. As a warehouse associate you will be responsible for general work, warehouse maintenance, safe loading, and
unloading of parts with the use of a pallet jack, hand truck, or forklift. The warehouse associate will also be responsible for maintaining an excellent service for internal and external customers always. We are looking for candidates who are highly motivated and excited about the opportunity to support all
operational processes and procedures. If you like growing up and working with happy, enthusiastic people, you will enjoy a career with us! Essential Job Tasks: Load, download, choose, put aside, consolidate, stack and stage products and materials using a forklift, pallet jack, or other power equipment
Follow specific work instructions and best pr Read more Warehouse Associated KeHE Union City, GA Folks, which with good people, for our common good. Does that sound good? KeHE-a distributor of natural, organic, specialty and fresh foods—it's all about good and it's growing, so there's never been
a more exciting time to join our If you are enthusiastic about working in an environment with a people-first culture and an organization committed to a good life, good food and good service, we would love to talk to you! Warehouse Associate position is a general position to apply for our warehouse Read
More AM Warehouse Worker – Austell, GA Empire Distributors Austell, GA Empire Distributors Inc., a leading beverage distributor is now hiring an AM Warehouse worker. Our company offers excellent benefits, competitive salaries and the potential for growth opportunities Read more Warehouse
Package Handler FedEx Kennesaw, GA Auto req ID: 258688BR Job Summary FedEx Ground is an essential business that needs people to help us support the economy, handling life-saving drugs and other elements that keep our communities as prepared as possible in these uncertain times. FedEx
Ground will continue to hire for essential positions, would it read more Warehouse Coca-Cola Company Austell, GA The ACW Warehouse Operator is responsible for: + Ingredient, Packaging Materials, Supplies, and Receipt of Equipment + Material Transfer and Warehouse Management/Maintenance +
Transportation of Finished Products to North America Consolidated Warehouses Essential Functions: + Operating Forklift to Move Cargo to and from Atlanta Consolidated Warehouse. + Loads and unloads cargo and assists in the control of storage areas for packaging materials, ingredients, and finished
product, etc... and schedule freight movements in cooperation with team leaders and/or production team leaders. + Assist sup with other shipping and plant quality assurance personnel to handle, sample and make appropriate provision of all excess/rejected ingredients. + Check the accuracy and
availability of all incoming shipment documents. Check the quantity and status of the materials received. + Ensures that the correct security procedures are followed in handling packaging materials, ingredients, finished Read more Warehouse Lineage Logistics Lithia Springs, GA Your career starts here!
Lineage is currently looking for a GeneralWarehouse Worker to join our growing team! Starting with payment 13/h + As a general warehouse worker, you will receive, store and distribute materials, equipment and products in the unit accurately within the scheduled time frame and the necessary
parameters. This is an active role that requires you to work on multiple projects at once. Our success depends on your ability to deliver in a safe, accurate and timely way! This is a 2nd position/shift with the following hours: 2:30pm-11pm 2nd/3rd Shift Differential as well! (.50/.75) This position may require
physical and manual work. You will download and load trucks as part of the your main ones. Fees and responsibilities: + Read the production schedule, customer order, work order, delivery order or requisition to determine which items to be moved, collected or distributed. + Transmits materials and items
from reception areas to s more Warehouse EY Atlanta, GA Digital Supply Chain WMS JDA Consultant (Warehouse Management) Consulting Requisition #UNI00GL5 Post Date November 23, 2020 ** Opportunity ** This is a rapidly growing area, so you'll have plenty of opportunity to spread your wings
and develop your skillset to keep up with the growing demands of the digital landscape. Most of the time will be spent embedded with our clients team and we will look at you to provide our clients with a unique business perspective on how they must continue to innovate and remain competitive in this
ever-changing industry. **Key responsibilities** You'll focus on evaluating, designing, customizing, and optimizing digital and cloud-based solutions. You will team up with different EY groups with digital capabilities to track and deliver digital commitments and deliver solutions that will bring our client's
digital vision and strategy to life. ** Skills and Attributes for Success ** + Working in Project Teams through the Agreed Project Phases Go Read More Warehouse Sysco Corp College Park, GA Company: US0002 Sysco Atlanta, LLC ZIP Code: 30337 Minimum Education Level: Bachelor's Degree
Minimum Years of Experience: 7 Years Employment Type: Full Time Travel Percentage: Up to 25% OVERVIEW: We offer our associates the opportunity to grow personally and professionally, to contribute to the success of a dynamic organization, and to serve others in a way that exceeds their
expectations. We're looking for talented, hard-working people to join our team. Come grow up with us and show us why Sysco is at the center of food and services. SUMMARY WORK This is an operations position responsible for directing the activities associated with incoming and exiting from storage.
Responsibilities include, but are not limited to, the management of activities related to product receipt, product replenishment, order selection, order loading, expense and revenue management; ensuring compliance with government regulations; providing management and direction at the warehouse st
Read more Sanofi Group Atlanta Warehouse, GA ****Ore- M-Thursday-8am-6:30 with potential overtime **** A generalist warehouse will be assigned a base work area, but it is necessary to be cross-trained and able to meet business needs in all areas of the distribution center. A warehouse generalist is
responsible for fulfilling, packaging and verifying all customer orders from the North American distribution network. This position requires the associate to acquire knowledge and adhering to the requirements of HSE, GMP and SOP, while maintaining operational efficiency. The warehouse's generals are
expected to perform more activities (some non-routine) that, in many cases, require judgment and accuracy in fulfilling customer orders. They must be certified and operate powered industrial vehicles (stackers) and other storage equipment (pallet packaging, hand carts, etc.) in a safe manner. Job tasks
and responsibilities: + + and describes the tasks and responsibilities of this job in order of importance or prominence (from m Read more Warehouse Nobis Works Marietta, GA Job Descriptions: Warehouse Worker - 2 Positions (Temporary) Marietta, GA Tommy Nobis Center Mission: Empowering People
Through Employment Vision: Tommy Nobis Center provides supportive communities where disabled people are offered the opportunity to work. Position Summary: General warehouse work with the ability to perform independently in a production environment making sure the areas are clean. You must
be able to raise up to 25 lbs. repetitive Hours: 30 to 40 hours / week (06:30 - 3:00 - Monday - Friday) Essential functions of jobs and responsibilities: + Understand verbal and written production orders to perform assigned task. Performs tasks of easy assembly, packaging and handling of materials in a
storage environment. May require the use of forklift/pallet jack after proper training. + Under the supervision, assist with participant training, product quality control and job configuration/demolition. Move materials and/or products to/from the work area to complete Read more Americaold East Point
Warehouse, GA Americold offers temperature controlled storage and transportation to food manufacturers, restaurants, schools, and retail outlets, such as grocery stores. We are proud to provide a key link in the food industry supply chain and to help store food on tables around the world. Headquartered
in Atlanta, Georgia, Americold owns and operates 180+ temperature-controlled warehouses in the United States, Australia, New Zealand, Argentina and Canada. We have nearly 13,000 associates and offer a wide variety of employment opportunities – from warehouse forklift operators and supervisors to
accounting, customer support, engineering, transportation, and technology solutions positions. Primary Responsibility: Under general supervision, Lift Truck Operator (LTO), Warehouse Worker will ensure safe and accurate receipt, storage, and transportation of food using equipment, including but not
limited to sitting and standing forklifts, stand up trucks riding, walking behind, pallet jacks, double pal Read more Warehouse Automation Personal Services Smyrna, GA Warehouse Job Worker Summary Staff Services is looking for workers working Warehouse Workers for a company based in Smyrna. In
this workplace, you will be responsible for performing a number of tasks related to the production of firearms, as well as other related tasks. Payment rate: $11.00 per hour, $2.00 change difference for exchange 3. Opening hours and hours: first shift: 06:00 - 14:00. second shift: 2:00 pm to 10:00 pm.
10:00 a.m. to 6:00 a.m. Fees and responsibilities of the warehouse worker: drawing orders for parts, accessories, clothing and promotional items to be delivered in a timely manner. Pack orders in the most efficient way to send FedEx or mail. Receiving, including making sure to properly check the piece
count on packing vouchers. Packaging. a variety of equipment, including forklift, pallet jack, hand truck, scale counting as needed. Make sure the warehouse is kept clean and secure. Make sure that the received items are put up correctly in the assigned batches and registered on r Read more General
Warehouse Genzyme Corporation Atlanta, GA ** Hours- M-Thursday-8am-6:30 with potential overtime ** A Warehouse Generalist will be assigned a base work area, but it is necessary to be cross-trained and able to meet business needs in all areas of the distribution center. A warehouse generalist is
responsible for fulfilling, packaging and verifying all customer orders from the North American distribution network. This position requires the associate to acquire knowledge and adhering to the requirements of HSE, GMP and SOP, while maintaining operational efficiency. Warehouse generals are
expected to perform several activities (some non-routine) that in many cases require judgment and accuracy in fulfilling customer orders. They must be certified and operate powered industrial vehicles (stackers) and other storage equipment (pallet packaging, hand carts, etc.) in a safe manner. Job Tasks
and Responsibilities: List and describe the tasks and responsibilities of this job in order of importance or prominence (from most to Read More Warehouse Samsung Electronics America Fairburn, GA ** Position Summary ** Responsible for monitoring the tracking of daily shipments. This role will maintain
relationships between employees in logistics, warehouse and SEA business unit to ensure that shipments are delivered to KPI warehouses. This role will actively manage the logistics operations of the SEA and identify areas for performance improvement. It focuses on coaching, coordinating and
delegating operational work responsibilities. Leads/supervises a team of 3 or more professionals OR leads/supervises two or more para-professional teams, made up of technical staff. Usually without budget or rental/fire authority. **Role and responsibilities** + bachelor's degree with 6-10 years of directly
related experience. + Previous experience in logistics operations, supply chain management and/or storage is required. + Strong understanding of the necessary wireless products and services. + Proven experience leading /surveillance team of 3 or more + Powerful Analytical Skills Read more Warehouse
Operator Coca-Cola Austell, GA Basic Function: ACW Warehouse Operator is responsible for: * Ingredient, Packaging Materials, Supplies, and Receipt of Equipment * Material Transfer and Warehouse Management/Maintenance * Transportation of Finished Products to North America Warehouses
Essential Functions: * Operate forklift to move cargo to and from Atlanta Consolidated Warehouse. * Loads and unloads cargo and assists in the control of storage areas for packaging materials, ingredients, and finished product, etc... and can schedule freight movements in cooperation with the
immediate immediate team and/or the leaders of the production teams. * Assists with other shipping personnel and quality assurance plants to handle, sample and make appropriate provision of all excess/rejected ingredients. * Checks the accuracy and availability of all incoming shipment documents.
Check the quantity and status of the materials received. * Ensures that the correct security procedures are followed in handling packaging materials, ingredie Read more Warehouse Fulfillment Specialist Adecco Fairburn, GA Job Description Partnerships between Adecco and a local customer always
offer great benefits! While working as a warehouse specialist for Adecco with a local customer, you will earn $11.00/hr and receive a weekly payment check. This Warehouse Fulfillment Specialist position is temp to hire, and will allow you to improve your career while gaining valuable Warehouse
experience Read more LTO Warehouse Worker Americall Logistics East Point, GA Overview Americold provides temperature controlled storage and transportation to food manufacturers, restaurants, schools, and retail outlets, such as grocery stores. We are proud to provide a key link in the food industry
supply chain and to help store food on tables around the world. Headquartered in Atlanta, Georgia, Americold owns and operates 180+ temperature-controlled warehouses in the United States, Australia, New Zealand, Argentina and Canada. We have nearly 13,000 associates and offer a wide variety of
employment opportunities – from warehouse forklift operators and supervisors to accounting, customer support, engineering, transportation, and technology solutions positions. Primary Responsibility Responsibilities: Under General Supervision, Lift Truck Operator (LTO), Warehouse Worker will ensure
safe and accurate receipt, storage, and transportation of food that uses equipment, including but not limited to sitting and standing forklifts, stand up trucks ridden, walking behind, Read more Warehouse Supervisor Americaold Logistics Atlanta, GA Overview Americalold offers temperature controlled
storage and transportation to food manufacturers, restaurants, schools, and retail outlets, would food stores. We are proud to provide a key link in the food industry supply chain and to help store food on tables around the world. Headquartered in Atlanta, Georgia, Americold owns and operates 180+
temperature-controlled warehouses in the United States, Australia, New Zealand, Argentina and Canada. We have nearly 13,000 associates and offer a wide variety of employment opportunities – from warehouse forklift operators and supervisors to accounting, customer support, engineering,
transportation, and technological positions. Primary Responsibility of Responsibilities: Responsible for the coordination and supervision of all warehouse activities of a designated shift work team, by directing associates in receiving, storing and dispatching the customer's product in a manner compatible
with service and cost objectives. Essent Read Read Amazon Warehouse Attendant - Earn up to $690 per week Amazon Jonesboro, GA Job Description Exchanges: Overnight, Early Morning, Day, Evening, Weekend Location: Newnan, GA Job Opportunities vary by location. We update daily posts with
open positions. Hourly payrate: Earn $15/hr or more immediate openings available now. Become part of the dedicated team that prepares orders for people who rely on the Amazon service Read more 500+ more jobs
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